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19 August 2020 
 
Dear Year 11 
 
Your big day has arrived! 
 
Thank you for your patience and understanding during these very challenging times. 
 
Now is the time to celebrate your achievements and move forward to a bright future on the pathway of 
your choice. 
 
On Thursday 20th August 2020 you will receive your final GCSE grades. These grades will be a 
combination of your final Centre Assessment Grades from school and your ‘externally calculated’ 
grades – achieved through Ofqual calculations. Having reviewed the information available, I am really 
impressed with the majority of the outcomes awarded and really proud of the achievement of 
Portchester students. 
 
You will be awarded the highest grade from the two grades for each of your subjects. 
 
What is a ‘centre assessment grade’?  
This is an evidenced based review, where for a period of two weeks in April this year, all Year 11 students 
were allowed to submit any work in each of their GCSE subjects for assessment.  An evidence base, 
including progress review data (including in-class assessments and mocks), classwork, bookwork, 
and/or participation in performances in subjects such as music, drama and PE, was produced for each 
student in each subject. 
 
The assessment process included: 
 
• Subject teacher marking against the examination assessment criteria and exemplar work provided 

by Examination boards 
• Peer marking and sampling in each subject 
• Departmental moderation and remarking, if required 
• Where possible some subjects moderated across a number of local schools through on-line shared 

sampling 
• Subject Leader moderation and sampling across all grades and student groups, 

i.e. Boys/girls/SEND/High-Mid-Lower Prior attaining groups and ‘Disadvantaged students’ etc…. 
• Subject Leader and Senior Leader final moderation and subject ‘sign-off’ 
• Headteacher final subject sampling and ‘centre sign-off’ 
 
  



 
What are ‘externally calculated grades? 
 
• Ofqual has used a controversial algorithm that works alongside information submitted by schools as 

part of the system devised to calculate GCSE grades this year 
• Schools provided grade predictions and a rank ordering of pupils in each subject.  This was then 

moderated using an algorithm designed by Ofqual to ensure consistency between different schools 
and with previous and future years 

• Statistics used in the algorithm include pupils’ prior attainment and, importantly, the school or 
college’s historic results.  This system was intended to maintain continuity with results from 
previous years, and to counteract the potential for grade inflation or inconsistency caused by basing 
it solely on teacher predictions 
 

This process has produced some concerning results for individual students and therefore only grades 
higher than the Centre Assessment Grades have been used in final GCSE awards. 
 
The school website explains the arrangements for you to collect your GCSE results.  There will be staff 
on site to welcome you and answer any questions you might have. 
 
We look forward to seeing you. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Mr R Carlyle 
Headteacher 
 
  



 
 
Student information from The Joint Council for Qualification. 
 

 

 
 
If you are concerned about your grades – you think they are wrong or inaccurate, the first thing you 
should do is discuss them with your school. Your Head of Year or Exams officer are key people to help 
you. If required you may need to make of formal appeal against your grades.  

 


